R has become the standard tool for data analysis among statisticians and research scientists. The Centre for Applications in Natural Resource Mathematics (CARM) at UQ is proud to present an advanced R workshop.

**Workshop: Advanced R (Thu 7 Nov–Fri 8 Nov 2013). $220**

**Bill Venables (CSIRO)**

*Bill Venables is a renowned applied statistician and author of numerous books on R and S. His knowledge of R is extensive and he delivers informative, engaging and challenging workshops. This Workshop requires several years experience of using R or reasonable statistical expertise.*

**Day 1 Using R effectively:** A survey of statistical modelling, data analysis and graphics in R

**Day 2 Using and understanding the R language:** Classes and methods, environments, extending R

**Venue:** UQ, Sir James Foots Building 47A, Room 241, 9 am – 4 pm daily

**Registration:** Contact Anna Nourse (a.nourse1@uq.edu.au) and *include a paragraph on how you will apply your improved knowledge of R afterwards.*